bruegel's two monkeys (translation
o/dwie nnalpybraregla)

thig ie my great adulthood examination dream:
there are two monkeye, chained in the window
beyond the window the sky fliee
and the seabathes.
i answer questions from human history.
n stutter and and I wade.
a monkey, eyes fixed on me, listene ironically,
the other pretends to be dozing -and when there'g eilence unordained -- after a question,
it prompts me, covertly,
digcreetly chiming ite chain.

Wiglawa Szymboreka
Poland
tranelated from Poligh
by Marek n-ugoweki and loanna Trzeciak
Dallas, 1989

for frienda Granstationof przylaciononn)

well versed in spaces
from earth to stars,
we get lost in the space
from earth to head.
it is so interplanetary
from sorrow to tears.
on the way from lies to truth
you lose youth.
the jets look funny to us,
that crevice of silence
between flight and sound
-- a world record.
there nrere speedier deparhrres
their belated echoes
iar us from sleep
only years after.
now a call can be heard:
we are innocentl
who is calling? we're up and running,
openning windowg.
the voice abmptly breake off.
outside the windows starg
fall, juet like after a salvo
paint falle off the wall.
Wislawa Szymborska
lPoland
translated from lPolish
by \darek n"ugowski and loanna Trzeciak
Dallas, 1989

hania (translationo/ hania)

see, this is hania, a good maid.
and these are not saucepans but nimbi.
and this knight with a dragon is a holy picture.
and this dragon here that's wretchedness
of our tear-stained earth"
and these are not beads, they're hania's rogaries.
and these shoes have tips worn out from kneeling"
and this is her scarf, black ae a nighttime vigil,
when the bell in the eteeple sounds the first call.
she saw the devil, when dusting the mirror:
he was all pale, father, and was striped pale yellow
and he looked at me wickedly, and he made a face,
what'g going to happen to me, if he wrote me in his book?
which is why she will give to the monke and for the holy mass,
and she will purchase a tiny heart with a silver flame.
ever gince they started on the new priory,
all the devils jumped up in price at once.
it takee a lot to lead a eoul from temptation,
and the old age is only older and bone knocks on bone.
hania is go gaunt, she has 8crvety little,
she just may get lost in the Eye of the Needle.
trr?5rrgive back your colors, be like december nondescript.
green twig, be ashamed of yourself.
sun, mourn your shining. flagellate youreelvee, clouds.
spring, wrap yourself in enow, for you will bloom in heavent
i did not hear her laughing, or crying.
'echooled in meekness, she wants nothing of life.
her companion ie her shadow -- the mourning of her body,
and her gcarf, somewhat ehredded, lamentg in the wind.

Wislawa Szymborska
Foland
translated from Folish
by \darek Lugowski and loanna Trzeciak
Dallag, 1989

still life with a balloon (trcnslationo/mantwa maturaz banonikiem)

ingtead of the return of memoriee
at the time of dying
i would like to order for me the return
of misplaced things.
through the windows, doors
i'd welcome umbrellas,
a suitcase, gloves and a coat,
so that i may say:
i don't need this stuff.
safety pins, this hairbrush and that,
a paper rose, a piece of string, a knife,
so that i may say:
i misg nothing.
wherever you are, my dear old key,
please try to arrive in time,
so that i may say:
rust, my dear, it's only rust.
it will rain certificates,
visas and questionaries,
so that i may say:
my little gun ie setting.
dear wrigtwatch, please float out of the river,
and let yourself be taken into hand,
so that i may say:
you're faking the time.
and, a tiny balloon will reappear
long hijacked by wind,
go that i may say:
there is no children here.
'fly away
through the open window,
fly away into the world, wide,
go that someone may exclaim: ol

so that i may cry.
Wislawa Szymboraka
lPoland
translated from Folish
by Nfarek n ugowski and loanna llrzeciak
Dallas, 1989
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thetortured
i am beginning
to love
like a woman
wheni saw
the tortured
the left crippled
i thought
if iwere a beautiful
woman
i wouldfindhim beautiful
i wouldache
to lie withhim
love his anguished
body
love his wilted
l i mbs
lovehis
will
lovehis
suffering
love him
as only a woman
can love
a man
i wouldfind himirresistible
i wouldaspire
to elicithis
desireand love
wheni saw the tortured
i thoughti'd wince
i thoughti'd yearn
to look away
wheni saw the tortured
i willed
to be a beautiful
woman

MarekWojciechLugowski
Dallas
22 October1988

Yo , D o gl
(m a j o red
by llarek
Yo ,

i nto
"The

R ap
Dreamingrr

tugowski)

d o g!

Your crib a slammer
And lb ainrt Jlt.
So get dap.
Bust out
0f this camp
And donrt be vrack.
Feed, dude, feed
(Clement rap: succeed! )
If you donrt eat
ReaI bad
T. Jones gonna
Real mad
And you gonna lose
Your sparticulous
Attitude
For the hoop.
l'Ihoop joy I
Re that Rapper say
1{ord
Unto thee.
You never lose with me.
And may all be sparks
in hoop, alleys and parks.

-Aye, Your Alienness!Listen and attend . . . There are
.legends,as you know, that speakof a raceof paleface,who
concoctedrobotkind out of a test tube, though anyonewith
a grain of senseknows this to be a foul lie. . . . For in the
Beginningthere wasnaught but Formles Darkness,and in
the Darkness,Magneticity, which moved the atoms, and
whirling atom struck atom, end Current was thus seate4
and the First Light ... from which the starswerekindle4
gnd then the planetscooled,and in their coresthe breatb
of SacredStatisticalitygeverise to microscopicProtomecha
noans, which begat Proteromechanoids,which begat thc
Primitive Mechanisms.These could not yet calculate,nor
scarcelyput two and two together,but thanls to Evolution ,
and Natural Subhactionthey soonmultiplied and produccd
Omnishts, which gavebirth to the Servostat,the Missing,,
Clin\ and from it came our progenitor, Automatus S*
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translation of Zwierzeta cvrkowe
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The bearsstompto the beat,
i
the lion spansflaming hoops,
fr
the yellow tunic-cladmonkey
,i
ridesa bike,
l
the whip crackles,
the musicswarmslike flibs,
ih" *hip crackles,
swayingthe animals'eyjs,
the elephantcarriesarounda watergoblef
on its head,
f
the dogsare dancing,
!
cautiouslymeasuring
eachstep.
I
I amvery ashamed-I. a human.
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No one had a good time that day' d
The cheersrolledthickly from the g$ndstand.
A hand augmentedby a whip
#
castharshshadowsupon the rund.,'
Vislawa Szymborska
f
tanslated from the Polishby ($i'
Marek LugowskiandJoannaTrzeciak
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translation

A rain droplet fell on my hand
drawn from Cangesand the Nile,
from the enruptured frost on a seal'swhiskers
from the broken pots of Ys and Tyre.
Upon my index finger
the CaspianSeais an open sea
and the Pacific flows meekly into the Rudawa,
the samethat flew in a cloud over Paris

You were in baptisteriesand in
the bathtubs of courtesans,
in kisses,in the funeralcloth,
biting stone,feedingrainbows,
in the sweatand dew of pyramids,and lilac.
How utterlyhght all this ls
in the dropletsof rain.
How delicatelythe world touchesme.

in the year SeventeenSixty Four
on the Seventhof May at three in the morning.

Vhatever whenever wherever happened
is written on the water babel.
babel.

There are not enough lips to pronounce
your incidental names,O Vater.

\WislawaSzymborska

I would have had to call you in all tongues
pronouncingall the vowelssimultaneously

Tianslatedfrom the Polish by
Marek Lugowski andJoannatzeciak

at oncekeepingsilent-for thd sakeof a lake
that neverdid receivea name,
and no longer is on earth-as there isn't a star
that bathedin it in the heavens.
Someonewas drowning,someonewaspleading
for you, dying. It was so long ago and it was
yesterday.
You extinguishedhomes,you swept away houses
like trees,forestslike cities.

TheDreqmof qn Old Tortoise
translation of Sen starego z6lwia

The tortoise dreamed of a leaf of lettuce
and near the leaf-the Emperor himself suddenly
appeared alive, just so-like one-hundred-something years ago.
The tortoise does not even realize what a big deal this is.
The Emperor, in truth, did not appear in his entirety,
but with the sun reflecting in his black shoes with small buckles,
and above them, his two calves, fairly fit, in white stockings.
The tortoise does not even realize how earthshaking this is.
Those two legs-a roadstop on the way from Austerli tz to Jena,
and above them, a fog, from which a rattle of laughter scatters.
Now, you may doubt the authenticity of this scene
and of the empirical nature of the small buckle-fit shoes.
It is difficult to establish an identity from fragments:
the right foot or the left foot.
The tortoise does not remember that much from its childhood.
The tortoise does not even realize whom he just dreamed up.
Emperor or no. Does this fact in any way cast aspersionson
the phenomenon of tortoise dreaming? Somebody, identity unknown,
has managed to slip unnoticed from the confines of nonexistence,
slinking through the worldt All of hlm, from his very heels
to his very knees.

$/islawa Szymborska
Translated from the Polish by
Marek Lugowski andJoanna tzeciak
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The Tombstone (translation
o/Nagrobek)

Here lies, old fashioned as a comma,
a she-author of a verse or two,
eternal rest extended by kind earth,
though the cadaver did not endeavor
to belong to any literary group.
Thus, there'snothing on her tomb
but theselines, those weeds
and a solitary owl.
O passerby,take up your laptop electronic brain
and upon the fate of Szymborska
sustain a passing vigil.

Wislawa Szymborska
Poland
translated from polish
by Marek Lugowski / Ioanna Trzeciak
Dallas,1989

The Key (translationof
Klucz)

Once there was a key and
suddenly it's not there.
How are we to get in?
Maybe someonewill find it
and look at it -- and what good
will it do them?
And they'll toy with it
like a rusty paper clip.
With the love i bear for you
if the samehad happenedto us,
it would not only be us: the entire world
would losethat love of ours.
Picked up by a stranger'shand
it would not unlock
any house;
it would be but a form, nothing more,
so why not let it rust.
Not in the cards, not in the stars,not of peacock'scries
are such horoscopes.

Wislawa Szvmborska
Poland
J

ffanslated from Polish
by Marek Lugowski / ]oanna Trzeciak
Dallas,L989

Four in the Morning(trarslationof Czwartanadranem)

The hour tossingnight to day.
The hour turning from one side to the other.
The hour for thirty-year-olds.
The hour cleared for roosters' calls.
The hour when the earth denies us.
The hour when it blows cold from darkened stars.
the hour of will-anythingJasting-remain-of-us.
The empty hour.
Deaf and dumb.
The hour at the bottom of all the other hours.
No one likes it at four in the morning.
If the ants like it at four in the morning,
well -- let's congratulatethe ants. As for us,let's wait
'til five arrives
if we are to keep on living.

Wislawa Szvmborska
Poland
J

translated from Polish
by Marek Lugowski / JoannaTrzeciak
Dallas,1989

The Circus Animals (translation
of Zwierzetacyrkowe)

The bearsstomp to the beat,
the lion spans flaming hoops,
the yellow tunic-cladmonkey
rides a bike,
the whip ctackles,the music swarms like flies,
the whip cracklesswaying the animals'eyes,
the elephant carries around a water goblet
on its head,
the dogs are dancing,
cautiously measuringeachstep.
I am very ashamed--I, d human.
No one had a good time that day:
The cheersrolled thickly from the grandstand.
A hand augmentedby a whip
castharsh shadowsupon the sand.

Wislawa Szymborska
Poland
translated from Polish
by Marek Lugowski / Ioanna Trzeciak
Dallas,1989

biting stone, feeding rainbows,
in the sweat and dew of pyramids, and lilac.
How utterly light all this is
in the droplets of rain.
How delicately the world touchesme.
Whatever whenever wherever happened
is written on the water babyl.

Wislawa Szymborska
Poland
translated from Polish
by Marek Lugowski / JoannaTrzeciak
Dallas,1989

Water (trarslationofWoda)

A water droplet fell on my hand
drawn from Gangesand the Nile,
from the enruptured frost on a seal'swhiskers
from the broken pots of Ys and Tyre.
Upon my index finger
the CaspeanSeais an open sea
and the Pacificflows meekly into Rudawa,
the same that flew in a cloud over Paris
in the year seventeensixty four
on the seventh of may at three in the morning.
There is not enough lips to pronounce
your incidental names,o water.
I would have had to call you in all tongues
pronouncing all the vowels simultaneously
at once keeping silent -- for the sakeof a lake
that never did receivea name,
and no longer is on earth -- as there isn't a star
that bathed in it in the heavens.
Someonewas drowning, somewhone was pleading
for you, dying. It was so long ago and it was
yesterday.
You extinguishedhomes,you swept away houses
like trees,forestslike cities.
You were in baptisteriesand in
the bathrubs of courtesans,
in kisses,in the funeral cloth,

Rubens' Women (translation
o/KobietyRubensa)

Girl-goliaths,feminine fauna.
Naked as the crash of barrels.
They're swarming in stampededbeds.
Th"y sleep with mouths still open from bird cries.
Their pupils have run inward,
penetrating to the very glands
from which their yeasttaints their blood.
Daughters of the baroque. The dough rises, clothed.
The baths are steaming,the wines are blushing.
The piglets of clouds are dashing through the sky.
Meanwhile, the horns are blasting in physical alarm.
O bloated,o oversized,
O doubled by your unveiling,
O trippled by your violent pose,
fat carnal courses.
Their skinny sistersgot up earlier,
before it dawned within the painting,
and no one saw how they filed in a row
onto the unpainted side of the canvas.
Exilesof style. Ribs all counted.
Birdlike feet,birdlike hands.
They will try to fly on gaunt shoulderblades.
The 13th century would have given them
a gold backdrop,
the 20th, a silver screen.
This 17th has nothing for the flatchested,
for even the sky curves in
relief.
Relievedangels,a relieved god a moustachedApollo astride a sweatysteed
enterssolo into a teeming alcove.

Wislawa Szymborska
Poland
translated from Polish
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A Poem in Honor of (translation
ofWierszku czci)

Once upon a time there was one
who invented zero.
In some uncertain country. Under a star
possibly already dark now. Betweendates
vouched by no one. Without any name,
let alone a disputed name. Having left
to his zero not one golden thought
on what life's like. No legend about
how one day he picked a rose
and gave it a zero, thus arranging
it all into a magnificent bouquet.
About how, when preparing to die of old age,
he rode off into the sand on a hundred-humped
camel. Or, about how he napped
in the shadeof primacy.
Or, about how he'll awake when all is counted
to the last grain of sand. What a man.
Slipping into the crack between fact and fiction
he escapesour attention. Immune
to all fate. He sheds each identity i give him.
Silenceherselffused shut abovehim,
leaving no scarof voice.
Nonpresencespreadswide like a horizon.
Zero writes itself.

Wislawa Sz'rmborska
Poland
translated from Polish
by Marek Lugowski / |oanna Trzeciak
Dallas,1989

An Attempt ft ranslation
of Pr6ba)

O little song, surely you're mocking me,
for even had I gone the high road,
I would not have comeup roses.
Only rosescome up rosesand no one else. You know that.
I attempted to have leaves. I tried to turn into a bush.
With held breath -- to make it happen faster I yearned for my enclosurein rose petals.
O little song that has no pity on me:
I have a single body, immutable
I am an annual - to the marrow of my bone.

Wislawa Szvmborska
Poland
translated from Polish
by Marek Lugowski / Ioanna Trzeciak
Dallas,1989

shredded, without receipts.

FORTHEPROMISES
of my husband
who tempted you with colors
of the populated world, with its crowd noise,
a song by the window, a dog from next door:
that you will never, ever be alone
in the dark, in silence,devoid of breath
-- i cannot answer.
signed: The Night, Widow of Day.

Wislawa Szvmborska
Poland
J

translated from Polish
by Marek Lugowski / Ioanna Trzeciak
Dallas,1989

The Classifieds (trarcIationolDrobne
Ogloszenia)

WHOEVER knows where compassiondwells
(imagination of the heart)
-- do let me know! do let me know!
and Sing out loud
and dancelike a fool
making merry under a frail birch tree
that's ever on the verge of crying.
I TEACH how to keep silent
in all languages
through the art of staring
at the starry sky
at the jowls of australopitheci
at the grasshopper'sleap
at a newborn'snails
at plankton
at the tiny sails
of snowflakes
I RETURN to love
Attention! Special!
High upon last year'ssun
now sticking in your throat, in fair
golden grassyou lie and
the wind just dances
(just like last year,
ptaying leading man
to your dancing coat
of hair)
Respond to: A Dream
NEEDED: a person
to lament the old
who are dying in nursing homes. Please
apply without birth certificates
or written applications.
Any paper matter will be promptly

An Attempt (trarslationof pr6ba)

O little song, surely you're mocking me,
for even had I gone the high road,
I would not have comeup roses.
Only rosescome up rosesand no one else. you know that.
I attempted to have leaves. I tried to turn into a bush.
With held breath -- to make it happen faster I yearned for my enclosurein rose petals.
O little song that has no pity on me:
I have a single body, immutable
I am an annual - to the marrow of my bone.

Wislawa Szymborska
Poland
translated from polish
by Marek Lugowski / foanna Trzeciak
Dallas,1989

The Returns (trarslationofp owroty)

He cameback. Said nothing.
But it was clearthat somethinghappened.
He lay down in his clothes,
slipped his head under a blanket,
and curled up in a ball.
He's fortysomething,but not at present.
He exists,only in his mother's womb,
beneath the seven dermi, in the protective custody
of darkness.
Tomorrow
he's giving a talk
on homeostasisin metagalacticcosmology,
but right now he's a ball, fast asleep.

Wislawa Szr,rmborska
Poland
translated from Polish
by Marek Lugowski ,/ foanna Trzeciak
Dallas,1989

The Walk of the Arisen
Grarshtionof
, Sr
?acerWskrzeszonego)

The professor has died now thrice.
After the first death, he was urt"J
to turn his head.
After the second-death,he was urt"a
to situp.
After the third, they even put him
on his feet,
braced by a fat round ,,"^i.,rl
Let us take a little walk, pr6f"rror.
After the trauma, this deeply damaged
brain...
but,look, watch itgo and not t* rto*,
Left right, bright dir( tree grass,hurts
to eat.
Two plus two, professor?
Two, says the professor.
It's an answer better than any given
before.
Hufts, grass,to sit, a bench.
and, at the end of the promenade
again,old as dust
pale, unamused, thrice now excused
apparently a genuine nanny.
The professor wants her bad.
Again, he tries to break out
towards her.

Wislawa Szymborska
poland
translated from polish
by Marek Lugowski / Ioanna frzJat
Dallas, 19g9
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The Rehabilitation (translatbno/Rehabilitacja)

I use the oldest law of imagination.
For the first time in my life,I call on the dead.
I seek their faces,I listen for their footsteps,
Though i know that whoever dies, dies completely.
It's time to take my own head in hand
and say: Poor Yorrick, where's that ignorance of yours,
and where is that blind faith, where is that innocence,
that Things-Will-Work-Outness, that even-keeledspirit
balancing truths that came true with those that didn't?
I believed they ffeasoned,thus forfeiting their names
from the time the weeds poked fun at their unknown tombs,
the ravens taunted them, and the snow storms sneeredat them
-- but thesewere all, my dear yorrick, false witnesses.
The immortality of the dead
lasts so long as we pay them in memory.
Weak cunency. There goes not a day
without som@ne losing their forever.
Now i know more about forever:
We can bestow it and we can take it away.
Whomever we call traitor -- he and
his name are fated to die together.
This power of ours over the dead
requires an impartial judgment
for the court not to last into the night
with the judge presiding all naked.
The earth is boiling -- and it is them who are earth,
they're rising, dump after clump, fistful to fisfful,
returning from silent omissions to nlunes,
to the nation's conscience,to new garlands and cheers.

Where is my command of words?
Words have sunk into tears,
words, words no good for bringing people back to life,
description dead as a photograph frozen-flashed.
I cannot awake them for even half a breath,
I a Sysyphus assignedto the hell of verse.
They're coming. And sharp as diamond
- at chic displays, with polished fronts
at tiny windows of sweet homes
at rose-coloredglasses,glassy
minds, hearts -- stealth-quietly, they cut.

Wislawa Szvmborska
Poland
J

translated from Polish
by Marek Lugowski / Ioanna Trzeciak
Dallas / New York,1989

A Minute of SilenceFor Ludwika Wawrzynska
(translationo/Minuta cisry po Ludwice Wawrzynskiej)

Hey, where do you think you're going,
it's all flame and smoke in there!
There'sfour kids to get out of there,
and i'm going for them!
How come?
How can one get so far away from
oneself?
the order of night and day?
next year'ssnowfalls?
the red of apples?
the longing for love,
love, of which there'snever enough?
Not bidding farewell, not bid farewell to,
she rushesto help the children,
now,look, shebrings them out in armfuls,
sinking to her knees in flames,
now there's a blaze in her crazy hair.
And she wanted to buy a ticket,
to leave for a short while,
write a letter,
open a window after a storm,
blaze a trail in the woods,
look in wonder at the ants,
perceive the lake slitting its eye
on accountof the wind.
A minute for the dead
can run well past the midnight hour.
I am an eyewitness
to the flight of clouds and birds,
I hear the grassgrow,

and I know what to name it,
I have read millions
of printed marks,
and I have traced with a telescope
all kinds of weird stars,
only, no one has called on me
for help
and what if i begrudge
a leaf, a dress,a verse -We know about ourselves
only what we've been tested.
I tell you this
straight from the bottom of my unknown heart.

Wislawa Szvmborska
Poland
ffanslated from Polish
by Marek Lugowski / |oanna Trzeciak
Dallas / New York, 1989

The Funer al (trarcIationot'Pogrzeb)

They took the skull out of c1ay,
and put it in the marble.
FIo, ho, ho, dig them medals,
on satin pillows, medals.
They took the skull out of clay.
They read aloud from a note:
a) He was a regular guy.
b) Now,let's strike up the band.
c) Dang, wasn't immortal.
They read aloud from a note.
So, nationr /ou be the judge,
and so cherish this treasure,
that someoneborn only once
may well end up with two graves.
So, nationr /ou be the judge.
And, sure there was a parade,
for a thousand of trombones
and cops for the promenade,
and ringing for all that tolls.
And, sure there was a parade.
Their eyeswould dart to and fro,
from the ground, to the heavens,
detecting deadly pigeons
tendering bombs in their beaks.
Their eyeswould dart to and fro.
Betweenthem and the people
there were to be only trees,
only that which sulks and sings
in silenceand songsof leaves.
Betweenthem and the people.
But here we seedrawn bridges,

and here a canyon of stone,
with bottom hardened for tanks,
with echo to rumble low.
But here we seedrawn bridges.
Flushed with its own slushing blood,
the crowd retires with hope,
still ignorant of knowledge
that's graying the steeplecords.
Flushed with its own slushingblood.
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